
Welcome to the world of entertainment and Showtime Entertainments who have 
provided the British Forces Germany quality entertainment for over 40 years. 
Showtime offer a personal, friendly service and expert guidance, delivering the very 
best in entertainment. Showtime have built a reputation as one of BFG’s top provider 
of entertainment. 
No event is too big or small for our Event Planning Division, Showtime have delivered 
quality entertainment to thousands of BFG customers/messes over the last 40 years.    
with many satisfied customers rebooking with SHOWTIME. 
This Ebrochure is a small sample of what Showtime can offer you to make your 
Summer Event a “special event”. 
We have tried to keep this Ebrochure printer friendly for you enabling you to print off 
the only page that is of interest to you, 
The Showtime event entertainments team are waiting for your telephone call, Email 
or messge on Facbook.  
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ENTERTAINING  
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SUPER SUMMER PACKAGE DEAL 

  FACE PAINTER. 

KIDS ENTERTAINER 

 Disco/P.A. SYSTEM 

   BOUNCY CASTLE  

 GLADIATOR JOUSTING 

 FUN DAY PACKAGE 
This fantastic Super Summer Package deal includes all you require to make your event 

a success, Includes Kids Entertainer, Face Painter, Disco/P.A. SYSTEM Bouncy castle 

gladiator jousting.  

Kids entertainer 2X45 MINUTES OF FUN AND GAMES FOR THE KIDS INCLUDING SINGING, JOKE 

TELLING COMPETITIONS, Lots of fun and crazy games for all the family.   

FACE PAINTER Kids love to have their faces painted (so do some adults) They can pick 

from 100s from the book or tell our face painter what they want and she will have 

no problem painting it.  

DISCO/P.A. SYSTEM We also provide a disco/P.A. system that can be used for background 

music and Announcements. The kids can also request their favorite songs 

BOUNCY CASTLE Kids love to bounce, A traditional bouncy castle 5X5 meters floor area. 

Open front for excellent supervision and high walls  will stop the kids falling out. 

GLADIATOR JOUSTING Get ready for battle, gladiator style. Opponents stand on a fixed 

pedestal with nothing but their jousting skills and their pugil sticks and attempt 

to knock their opponent off onto the inflatable safety cushion for a soft landing. 

EURO 

999 
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You can ride the waves without getting wet 

on our Surf Simulator an electronic surf board 

that simulates the movement of a real surf 

board in the sea.  

EXCELLENT ATTRACTION FOR A REGIMENTAL 

FUN DAY. THE SURF SIMULATOR IS DELIVERED, 

       INSTALLED and supervised. 



Get ready for battle, gladiator style. Opponents stand on a fixed pedestal with 

nothing but their jousting skills and their pugil sticks and attempt to knock their 

opponent off onto the inflatable safety cushion for a soft landing. 

Gladiator jousting is just as much fun for usersand spectators alike. This high thriller 

is suitable for both children* and adults . 

* Over 10yrs 
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GLADIATOR  JOUSTING 



Showtime provide an exceptional 

cocktail bar service to suit your 

desired requirements, theme and 

budget.  

With over a decade of experience 

in mobile cocktail bars we 

continue to lead the way in 

hospitality services and pride 

ourselves on our long lasting 

client relationships based on 

three principles, Trust, Reliability 

and Service 
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Showtime can tailor our services to the 

requirements of our customers. Our clients 

can choose whether to hire a full bar 

service or to simply have a bar fitted, 

providing their own drinks. However, for 

those who want an all inclusive service, 

we can provide everything needed for 

your special night or event, which will be 

included in our free, no obligation quotes, 

Bar comes complete with lights for 

evening/night events 
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Everyone knows and loves the 

Bumper Cars. 

Commonly known as DODGEMS they have 

been entertaining children and 

adults alike since the 1920‘s and have 

only got better over the years. 

They now come complete with lights 

and sound to create the ulimate 

fairground Bumper Car experience. 

With a full range of track sizes and 

quantity of cars available Showtime 

are sure to have the correct Bumper 

package to suit your requirements. 

So it‘ is important to call us and   

discuss your needs to ensure you get 

the right bumper cars for the right 

price 

BUMPER CARS 



CANDY FLOSS 
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Now you can experience the fun of 

the fair all year round with a candy 

floss maker. 

A Candy Floss machine could be a very 

cheap Add-on to your event, you pay a 

fix fee for the machine and operator 

and you get the first 200  portions 

free, these you can sell at a price 

fix by  you. Thus recovering some of 

your outlay. 

Both kids and adults love POP Corn. 

You pay a fix fee for the machineand 

operator, you receive the first 200 

portions free, these you can sell 

 at a price fixed by you- 

Thus recovering some of your outlay. 

On large events profits could be made 

CANDY FLOSS 
POP CORN 

POP CORN 
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A must for all outdoor events.   

Ensures  whatever the  

weather the DJ/band 

equipment will be kept dry 

In inclement weather. 

You don't want a bill for rain 

damaged Equipment. 

Complies to the German H & S . 

With safety rail on the three 

open sides, 

The steps leading up to stage 

havehandrails and are securely 

attached to the stage. 

Recommended for all outdoor 

events  

MOBILE STAGE 
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Kids love to climb, and they will 

love to climbone of showtimes 

climbing towers/wall. 

Kids can race each other to the 

top or even take on their dads. 

these units are totally awesome 

and guaranteed to be the hit of 

any event. A challenge for 

everyone who wants to partake 

in the fun. 

The inflatable climbing wall 

will bring smiles and tons of 

excitement to young rock 

climbers! 

INFLATABLE CLIMBS 
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This fantastic 

attraction will keep 

the kids occupied 

for ages. Five electric 

cars to choose from to 

speed around the 

specialy designed 

inflatable course. 

If you are looking for 

something different 

then make yourself 

very popular with the 

MOTOR DRONEMOTOR DRONEMOTOR DRONEMOTOR DRONE    

MOTOR DRONEMOTOR DRONEMOTOR DRONEMOTOR DRONE    
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ALL THE FUN OF THE FAIR 

A great traditional fairground ride. A ride that all 
kids love to ride, But sorry only one fire engine 

KIDS CAROUSEL 
SHOOTING GALLERY 

When you hire this shooting gallery the first 1,000  
shots are free. Prizes given to the best sharpshooters. 

Showtime can provide a large selection of 
toilets, including V.I.P toilet trailors, 

TOILET WAGON 
BUNGEE TRAMPOLINE 

Kids love to bounce. Installed & supervised 
Suitable for ages 5 –70 year 
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Showtime have in each garrison 

town specialised installers of 

marquees. 

Their aim is to give clients the 

best possible service, delivered 

in a relaxed manner by helpful 

staff who are all specialists in 

their respective fields. 

They take the time to 

understand your needs, 

whether you are acquiring a 

single item of equipment or 

need design, supply and 

installation for a complete 

venue or event. 

Their technical sales people 

are your resource for free, 

impartial and qualified advice on 

the best products and systems 

to meet the requirements 

of your application. They are 

supported by system design, 

installation, administration and 

service teams that are second-

to-none. 

MARQUEE‘S 
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BEER TRAILOR 

Hot summer days and cold 

German draft beer. 

You can hire a beer trailor 

with beer and staff, or if 

you wish it is possible to 

hire just the traillor 

The trailor comes complete 

with beer cooler and 

fridge (power required) . 

If you decide to buy the 

beer in advance (Tax free 

form will save you 19%) 

 the more beer the 

cheaper the trailor 
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SUMO WRESTLING 

When do you get a chance to 

wrestle your mate’s guests or 

Even the boss! Sumo suits are the 

safest way for you to wrestle 

with over sized padded suits, one 

on one tussling fun for adults and 

the older kids! 

 

No training needed to become a 

mighty Sumo Champion - just 

step inside our inflatable sumo 

suits and wrestle it out on the 

crash mat 
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Hire the Bungee Run 

Inflatable from Showtime 

and you are sure to give 

everyone from those 

who compete to those who 

stand by and watch, 

a fun-filled day. 

You're in for some real fun 

and laughter with the 

Bungee Run. 

whether you're taking part 

or standing by, watching 

and waiting for the 

inevitable to happen. 

BUNGEE RUN 
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Without a doubt this obstacle course 

inflatables will cause a stir at any 

large event and are ideal for 

entertaining large numbers of 

participants. 

Our obstacle courses are fun and will 

satisfy your child's competitive 

nature. Kids race through pop-ups, 

side bars, tunnels, rock walls and 

slides. 

16.5 MTRS 

OBSTACLE COURSE 
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A Fantastic inflatable that has the 

wow factor. Standing over eight 

meters in height IT will let 

everybody know where the party is 

and will bea sure fire hit with the 

kids. 

Make any event more fun with a 

thrilling inflatable Giant Slide 

 

it will be a sure hit will all  

participants. Showtime deliver & 

install this fantastic attraction. 
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The inflatable balls which allow you to 

walk, roll and tumble across the 

surface of the water without getting 

wet, 

Aqua walking balls are 2 meters in 

diameter and allow a person up to 14 

stone (196 lb) to ride. 

Suitable for ages between 5yrs-100yrs. 

An excellent attraction that kids and 

adults will enjoy. 
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THE MECHANICAL BULL 

Modeled on the original 

Bucking Bull from the film 

“Midnight Cowboy“ 

Computer steered over 10 

exciting stages & level 

Unlike the many other so called 

Bucking Bulls that merely wobble. 

Weighing in at over 350 Kilos this  

will give you the best 

bucking ride you have ever had 

 



INK JET LASER& GLITTER TATTOO 

       ADEQUATE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY 
Probably the most overlooked requirement for your event, You dont want the inflatable 
attractions to deflate while being used. You dont want the P.A. System to go quiet, and 
most important of all you dont want the beer cooler to stop. 
All this can be avoided if you plan ahead, Our events planning team will advise you on the 
power requirements you require to run your event without a hitch. 
We employ locally registered and qualified electricians to liase with your team, they will 
advise you on your requirements and of course install your electric distribution boxes. 
Shown on the left is a typical electric box that will supply safe electricity it is connected 
to the supply that Germans call “strong electricity.“ 

Tattoo yourself with no pain and the added bonus of being 
able to scrub it clean. 
The ink jet Laser printer will print `Tattoos` that look just like 
the real thing! They take a  few minutes to make and, if left 
unscrubbed will last for days. Brilliant for kids & teenagers 
who want to experiment, or for trying out a design. 
The designs of temporary tattoos are rich and colorful. You 
can decorate your body with butterflies, mermaids, 
dragons, hearts, tribal designs, Chinese characters, etc. Or 
if you feel like it, designyour own .  
                   Excellent attracton at any event 

MAGICIAN & BALLOON BENDING 
    Mr. Lux. A versatile artiste 
cabable of either a Magic Show 
      or balloon bending. 
               MAGIC SHOW 
2x45 minutes where the kids 
will be amazed . He will of 
course require the help of a 
few members of the aidience 
        BALLON BENDING 
2 x 45 minutes making the kids 
Dogs, hats, swords plus many 
more. A great attraction to any 
event and the kids get to take 
   home with them a suvenir 

    Showtime Entertainments over 40 years entertaining the 
Britsh Forces Germany, Our events team will help you plan and 

run your event. We can design posters (free service). 
We will attend any meetings you are holding regarding your 

event. We have trained personal that speak fluent German and 
English should you be engaging any local traders who do not 

speak English  
We will have an events coordinator on site on the day, it will be 
his task to help your event to run smoothly taking the weight 

off your shoulders enabling you to enjoy your time at the event. 
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